
The American Revolution took three forms: a struggle for national 

independence, a phase in a long-term worldwide contest among European 

empires, and a conflict over what kind of nation the new America would 

become.

Because of its wide property distribution, the absence of a legally established 

hereditary aristocracy, and its weak established churches, colonial America 

had the  potential to become very democratic. The Revolution released this 

potential, allowing space for political and social struggles to expand ideas of 

freedom and challenge traditional power structures and hierarchies. Though 

the Revolution’s leaders were almost all from the American elite, and though 

the lower classes did not seize power, the idea of liberty animated attacks on 

both British and domestic American institutions. So did the notion of equality, 

enshrined in the Declaration of Independence, which caused many in the 

social order who were deemed inferior—women, slaves and free blacks, 

servants and apprentices—to question the authority of their superiors.

Every state adopted a new constitution during or after the Revolution. Almost 

all Americans agreed that their state government should be republican—

meaning that their authority should rest on the consent of the governed and 

that no king or hereditary aristocracy would be established. But Americans 
disagreed about the form republican governments should take to best promote 
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the public good. John Adams and others criticized Pennsylvania’s one-house 

legislature as too radical (i.e. too democratic), and they argued that the new 

constitutions should establish governments that reflect the division of the 

society between the wealthy, to be represented in the legislature’s upper 

house, and the ordinary, the lower house.   

Moreover, the war changed the definition of freedom by challenging the 
inequality that had been fundamental to the colonial social order.
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The Revolution’s radicalism was most evident in Pennsylvania, where almost all the colonial 

elite opposed independence, fearing that it would cause the “rabble” to rule and attack 

property. Their opposition opened space for pro-independence forces, mainly artisans and the 

lower class, to organize in extra-legal groups and militias led by men of modest means, such 

as Thomas Paine and Benjamin Rush, a physician. These men criticized property 

qualifications for voting and office-holding. Shortly after independence, the state adopted a 

new constitution, abolishing the governor’s office, ending property qualifications for 

officeholding, and concentrating power in one-house legislature elected annually by all men 

over the age of 21 who paid taxes. It also established public schools and guaranteed free 

speech.

Every state adopted a new constitution during or after the Revolution. Almost all Americans 

agreed that their state government should be republican—meaning that their authority should 

rest on the consent of the governed and that no king or hereditary aristocracy would be 

established. But Americans disagreed about the form republican governments should take to 

best promote the public good. John Adams and others criticized Pennsylvania’s one-house 

legislature as too radical, and they argued that the new constitutions should establish 

governments that reflect the division of the society between the wealthy, to be represented in 

the legislature’s upper house, and the ordinary, the lower house. A powerful governor and 

judiciary would act as a check on the power of one class to infringe on the rights of the other 

class. Every state except Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Georgia established two-house 

legislatures, but only Massachusetts gave its governor the power to veto laws passed by the 

legislature. Americans preferred a strong legislative branch.

Every state adopted a new constitution during or after the Revolution. Almost all Americans 

agreed that their state government should be republican—meaning that their authority should 

rest on the consent of the governed, and that no king or hereditary aristocracy would be 
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established. But Americans disagreed about the form republican governments should take to 

best promote the public good.

John Adams and others criticized Pennsylvania’s one-house legislature as too radical, and 

they argued that new constitutions should establish governments reflecting the division of the 

society between the wealthy, to be represented in the legislature’s upper house, and the 

ordinary, the lower house. A powerful governor and judiciary would check the ability of one 

class to infringe on the rights of the other. Every state except Pennsylvania, Vermont, and 

Georgia established two-house legislatures, but only Massachusetts gave its governor the 

power to veto laws passed by the legislature. Americans preferred a strong legislative branch.

Far more controversial were limits on voting and officeholding. While conservatives tried to 

restrict these rights to property owners, arguing that men without property were too dependent 

on others to have their own judgment, radicals such as Thomas Paine wanted to eliminate 

traditional social ranks. The new state constitutions reflected the balance of power between 

conservatives and radicals. Southern states such as Virginia and South Carolina were least 

democratic, allowing the landed gentry to control politics by retaining property qualifications for 

voting and allowing the legislature to elect the governor. The more democratic constitutions 

moved toward making voting an entitlement, rather than a privilege, but they did not establish 

universal male suffrage. Only Vermont did not require voters to own property or pay taxes.
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The Indians particularly faced the Revolution as a loss of freedom. Between 
the Proclamation of 1763 and the American Revolution, colonists continued to 
move westward and claim Indian lands east of the Mississippi. Many leaders in 
the Revolution, including George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, were 
deeply involved in western land speculation, and British efforts to restrain land 
speculation was a major grievance of the Virginians supporting independence. 
Different Indian tribes backed the British or the Americans in the conflict, and 
some tribes like the Iroquois split internally over the war, and fought each 
other. Both the Americans and their Indian enemies inflicted atrocities on each 
other and civilians.

Independence created state governments that were democratically 
accountable to voters who wanted Indian lands. Many, including Thomas 
Jefferson, saw the war as an opportunity to secure more land and “liberty” for 
white Americans by expelling or conquering the Indians. The Treaty of Paris 
marked the end of a process whereby power in eastern North America moved 
from Indians to white Americans. Limiting the British in eastern North America 
to Canada, the agreement led the British to abandon their Indian allies and 
recognized American sovereignty over the entire region east of the Mississippi 
river, disregarding the natives who lived there.   The US now justified its claim 
that at least some Indians had forfeited their right to their lands because they 
had aided the British during the war.
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The national government established rules for settling the enormous new national domain in the west. 
While Americans considered it empty, it was inhabited by 100,000 Indians. When Congress declared 
independence from Britain, it argued that Indians had forfeited their rights to the land when they 
sided with the British, despite the fact that only certain tribes had done so. The government secured 
from the Indians much of the land north of the Ohio River, but in the south left small parts of lands 
there to be held permanently by the Cherokee, Choctaw, and Chickasaw tribes. Though many national 
leaders believed that the nation’s prosperity depended on farmers gaining western lands, others saw 
government land sales as a source of revenue, and some worried that it would cause perennial conflict 
with the Indians. Private land companies hoped to buy up the land and sell it to settlers at a huge 
profit.  The war’s end caused a huge number of Americans to migrate westward into upstate New York 
and what became Kentucky and Tennessee. They believed their right to take western lands was 
essential to American freedom. They ignored Indian land titles, demanded the government sell or give 
away the land, and often settled land to which they had no legal title. Many national leaders worried 
that these settlers were unruly and disorderly and would incite war with Indians, and they sought to 
regulate western settlement.

In the 1780s, Congress regulated the way western land was sold and settled. The Ordinance of 1784, 
written by Thomas Jefferson, established the steps by which these areas would be governed. This 
measure divided the region into districts first governed by Congress, and eventually admitted to the 
Union as states. Congress rejected by a single vote a clause in the bill that would have prohibited 
slavery in the entire west, but it did ban slavery within the Northwest Territory. A 1785 ordinance 
regulated land sales in the region north of the Ohio River, which became known as the Old Northwest. 
This land was to be surveyed by the government and sold in sections for $1 per acre. This system was 
meant to control and concentrate settlement and raise revenue for Congress, but settlers violated the 
rules by moving into areas where surveys had not been done.

Initially, the minimum purchase required by the government was too large for individual farmers to 
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pay. Much of the land was sold to large land companies and speculators, who then divided the land 
and sold it to settlers at a huge profit. This caused many Americans in coming decades to demand that 
the government provide free or cheap land.

The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 called for the eventual establishment of three to five states north of 
the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi River. This ensured Jefferson’s “empire of liberty.” The U.S. 
would not rule its territories as a colonial power, but allow these lands to become equal parts of the 
political system as self-governing states. Territorial expansion and self-government would grow 
together. This ordinance also recognized that Indians had a claim to lands in this area and promised 
not to take their land without consent. Yet national land policy assumed that Indians would disappear 
as a result of purchase, treaties, or voluntary removal. The ordinance also prohibited slavery in the Old 
Northwest.
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Many prominent (i.e. elite, creditors) Americans believed the Articles of 

Confederation were irredeemably flawed. First in their minds was the nation’s 

economic crisis in the 1780s. To finance the revolutionary war, Congress had 

borrowed large sums of money by selling bonds and paying soldiers and 

suppliers in notes to be redeemed at a later date. But without revenue, 

Congress was unable to pay the interest and the debts themselves. States, 

whose legislative bodies were increasingly non-elite (i.e. debtors) adopted their 

own relief measures, printing more money and postponing debt collection. 

Creditors saw these laws as infringements of their property rights.

In late 1786 and early 1787, debt-ridden farmers closed courts in western 

Massachusetts to prevent seizure of their lands for failure to pay taxes. The 

revolt came to be known as Shays’s Rebellion, after one of their leaders, 

Daniel Shays, a veteran of the Revolutionary War. The rebels, in demanding 

relief and the printing of paper money, thought they were continuing the 

revolution’s traditions. An army organized by Massachusetts’ government 

quelled the rebellion with little violence. The revolt convinced some influential 

Americans that a stronger national government was needed to encourage 

economic growth, protect property, and secure law and order.

One man afraid of democratic excess, James Madison, a Virginian and 
disciple of Thomas Jefferson, led the movement to strengthen national 
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government. He was joined by Alexander Hamilton, of New York, the most 

vocal advocate of a robust national government, who wanted to make the 

nation into a world military and commercial power.   Influential economic 

interests (i.e. the elite) such as bondholders, who wanted Congress to be able 

to generate revenue (in order to pay them back), and urban artisans, who 

wanted tariff protection, joined with those afraid that states were violating 

property rights to demand a stronger national government.
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In September 1786, delegates from five states met at Annapolis, Maryland, to explore new ways to 

regulate interstate and foreign commerce. They proposed another gathering in Philadelphia to amend 

the Articles of Confederation, and Shays’s Rebellion stimulated support for this plan.
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Many of the 55 men who met at the Constitutional Convention were very prominent individuals, 

including George Washington, John Adams, and Benjamin Franklin (all but one, David Brearly, 

was wealthy, and most were creditors). Men of education and great wealth, they were in their 

social status highly unrepresentative of most Americans. They all shared a commitment to a 

stronger national government and believed that democracy had gone too far. They deliberated 

in private to ensure free and honest debate, and records of the proceedings were not 

published until 1840, when all the delegates were deceased.  Two notable figures not present 

were John Adams and Thomas Jefferson.

All delegates agreed there must be a legislature, an executive, and a judiciary in a new 

national government. The new constitution would allow Congress to raise money through 

direct taxes, without relying on the state governments for revenue. The federal government 

would represent the people, too. Even delegates who thought democracy had gone too far 

rejected Hamilton’s proposal for a king and House of Lords.

Debate centered on how to balance federal and state governments and the interests of small 

and large states. Madison’s Virginia Plan proposed the creation of a two-house legislature 

with a state’s population determining its representation in each house. Smaller states who 

feared domination by the more populous states countered with the New Jersey Plan, calling for 

a single-house Congress in which each state cast one vote. A compromise formed a two-

house Congress, with a Senate in which each state had two members, and a House of 

Representatives, where members were apportioned according to a state’s population. 

Senators would be chosen by state legislatures every six years, insulating them from shifts in 

public opinion. Representatives were elected every two years directly by the people.



Once the delegates approved the document, it was sent to the states to be ratified. Even 

though the Constitution provided that it would go into effect when nine states had approved it—

not all thirteen states, as the Articles of Confederation required—ratification was not certain. 

Each state held an election for delegates to a special statewide ratifying convention, and these 

elections generated intense activity. Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay 

authored a series of eighty-five essays that appeared as The Federalist in 1788. These three 

argued that the Constitution did not endanger, but protected, Americans’ liberties.  The 

Federalists tended to be made up of the elite (i.e. lawyers, doctors, merchants), those who 

owned war bonds (wanted to get their money) and urban artisans (needed manufacturing to be 

strong).  

Those opposing ratification, called Anti-Federalists, believed the Constitution favored power 
and money more than liberty. They were poorly organized, and included many of the farmers 
who sought economic relief in the 1780s. The Anti-Federalists predicted that the new 
government would be controlled by merchants, creditors, and others hostile to the interests of 
ordinary Americans. The believed that only a small republic could succeed, not an expansive 
republic, as Madison argued. Liberty was the watchword of the Anti-Federalists, and they 
charged that the Constitution did not protect individual rights such as trial by jury, or freedom of 
speech and the press, as did the state constitutions.  Anti-Federalists were generally made up, 
mostly, of the non-elite farmers (called middling folk), but were led by a rural gentry who 
tended to be anti-Constitution because they had the power at the state level (elite, wealthier 
farmers).

Pro-Constitution politics prevailed in cities and rural areas integrated into the commercial 
marketplace. Its strongest supporters were men of great wealth. But the promise of prosperity 
also appealed to urban artisans, laborers, and sailors, who thought a stronger central 
government would revive a lagging economy. Anti-Federalism found most of its support in rural 
and frontier areas populated by struggling farmers. 
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Ultimately the pro-Constitutionalists’ energy, organization, and command of the press, 
prevailed. Madison won support for the Constitution by promising that the first Congress would 
enact a Bill of Rights. Although many people in Massachusetts, New York, and Virginia 
opposed the document, only Rhode Island and North Carolina voted against ratification.
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